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PSAT Recovered in the Dominican Republic

When Captain Jesus Duran and mate Dagobuerto Rodriquez of Puerto Rico
posed with a PSAT in late March, we didn't think we would ever see the tag again
after our outing that day. Instead, we wondered where our 47" bull would carry
the tag and what new information we would collect. Then, our trophy dolphin
appeared on land. How could that be? Well, simply put, another fishermen caught
it and they brought the tag home! For the first time in this 17-year study, one of
our PSATs has been recovered. In most cases, having a fish captured that is
carrying a PSAT is not advantegous to the DRP. However, in this case, the fish
carried the tag for 60 days, and by retreiving the tag, we acquire a more detailed

record of the behavior of the fish over that time period than if the tag was not
recovered. This information is critical in order to better understand how large
dolphin behave in the Caribbean Sea, a region that lacks this information, and
to ultimately ensure the long-term sustainablity of the dolphin fishery
throughout the region. Another remarkable facet of this event is the
collaboration of the parties involved to help retreive the tag. Our very own
volunteer Fishing and Research Ambassador, Chris Whitley, along with
colleague Rick Alvarez, worked together to successfully return the tag to the
DRP HQ. The successful return of the tag would not have been possible
without the effort of Oscar Paredes, Harbour Master at Marina Casa de
Campo, who contacted fishermen in the local artisanal fishing co-op to locate
the tag then helped ship it to our HQ. A special thanks to everyone involved
in the deployment and retrieval of this tag. It is simply amazing how this event
and the study of this species has brought together so many people. Stay tuned
for more updates as we work with the tag manufacturer to acquire the data
from the tag. To help our program refurbish this tag donate here.
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Boy Scouts of America

New Major Recovery off Islamorada, Florida

Partner in Summer Research Program

The Beyond Our Shores Foundation is excited to be partnering with the Boys
Scouts of America based at the Brinton Environmental Center Florida
National High Adventure Sea Base in Summerland Key in a summer
research program where Scouts will help enter data acquired through
dolphinfish tagging field work into the Dolphinfish Research Program's
relational database. In doing so, Scouts will learn basic database management
and coding skills, engage in dolphinfish tagging field work, and acquire new
knowledge on fisheries and ocean research as it pertains to our
program. Scouts will also benefit from some healthy tagging competition
because the top boat that tags and releases the most dolphin in their program
this summer will receive a pizza party and gear from our dedicated sponsors
at the end of the season. Good luck to all the Scouts!

Captain Colin Butler had a stellar outing on April 18th, so much so that he
and his clients decided to start tagging and releasing large gaffer dolphin. As
luck would have it, a 40" bull they tagged and released that day would go on
to be recovered 51 days later off Islamorada, FL, by Captain Chad Carter
and angler Ryan Smith aboard Miss Caroline. This is a major recovery for the
program and only the second recovery of a dolphin moving from the U.S.
Caribbean to the U.S. East Coast! Stay tuned as we piece together this story
as well as describe the significance of this recovery to our knowledge of this
species and the fishery.
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U.S. Atlantic Dolphin Fishery Management Plan

Support Your Dolphin Fishery

The South Atlantic Fishery
Management
Council (SAFMC)
is responsible for
recommending and
developing the fishery
management plan for dolphin off eastern Florida,
Georgia, South Carolina, and North Carolina. Currently,
the SAFMC is pursuing options to revise 13 different
regulations that will affect the way dolphin are managed
along the U.S. East Coast. For example, Action 9 will
allow properly permitted vessels with gear onboard that
are not authorized for use in the dolphin wahoo fishery
to possess dolphin or wahoo. What is your opinion on
this subject? Click here to submit your public comments
regarding this and more matters to the SAFMC. Click
here to view the proposed schedule of events for
amending the U.S. East Coast Dolphin-Wahoo fishery
management plan.

Tax deductible donations to the
DRP can be made by donating
to the Beyond Our Shores
Foundation, the official
501(c)(3) of the DRP.
Here are ways to help fund this
important research:
•

AmazonSmile You shop. Amazon gives.
Support the DRP by visiting smile.amazon.com
and select Beyond Our Shores, Inc, as your
charity of choice.
Amazon donates 0.5% of the price of your
eligible AmazonSmile purchases to our
organization.

•

Purchase an original DRP Tee or DRP Hat at
our shop. 100% of the proceeds go to funding
the Dolphinfish Research Program visit
dolphintagging.com/shop

•

Donate by check. Click here for instructions.

•

Donate via Paypal. Click here for instructions.

Support the DRP. Buy a Tee or Hat!

Help support our research by purchasing a program tee
or hat. The logo featured on the shirts was created by
Guy Harvey, the renowned marine artist and fisheries
scientist. DRP tees come in light blue, white, grey, and
black. Hats come in black, blue, or pink. Click here to
order some gear where 100% of proceeds go to the DRP.

The Beyond Our Shores Foundation just finished its
first complete year of taxes since receiving our taxexempt status! Click here to see our 2018 financial
records. For every dollar donated to BOSF, 75% goes
toward advancing our education and research programs.
The remaining 25% goes to cover overhead. No
donation is too small. Donate today to help advance our
research and education programs that cover a wide array
of fisheries topics.
To Donate by Check click here, Make Checks out to:
Beyond Our Shores, Inc.,/Dolphinfish Research Program
Mail to:
Wessley Merten
Dolphinfish Research Program
Beyond Our Shores, Inc.
PO BOX 3506
Newport, RI, 02840
Email: wess@beyondourshores.org
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